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Monash University
Art & Design

―

Degree Show
2008
―

Welcome from the
Head of Department

Department of Design and
Department of Multimedia & Digital Arts

Welcome to the Art & Design Degree Show 2008, an exhibition that brings together the work of final year
students in Monash University’s Department of Design and Department of Multimedia and Digital Arts.
Students across all our disciplines have demonstrated a strong and professional commitment to their
studies. The exhibition represents work from over 150 students, and a collection of this scale can
only be achieved by a professional and dedicated approach. The student committee for the exhibition,
supported by the greater student body, have demonstrated significant capabilities.
I would like to thank the academic, general, technical and visiting teaching staff for their contribution
and commitment throughout the year.
A key focus for 2008 has been the collaboration with a wide range of external groups including the
private sector, national and international professional bodies, research organisations and key international design schools. In a number of cases these external collaborations provided project sponsorship to students across our 2nd, 3rd and 4th year studios. These collaborations are carefully selected for
their academic merit, integrity and social benefit.
This year we also introduced the VIP Evening to the exhibition format. This concept brings together
the local design leaders at one time to view the work and engage directly with the students.
Congratulations to all students and we look forward to seeing their careers develop.

Associate Professor Arthur de Bono
Head, Department of Design and
Department of Multiedia & Digital Arts

―

Industrial
Design

―

Industrial
Design

The discipline of Industrial Design draws upon a number of qualities, intellectual and pragmatic,
but essentially it places people and their relationship with objects at the centre of attention. The
responsibilities of Industrial Designers are many; they respond to human needs, physical, social and
psychological. They are adept at understanding manufacturing and materials often driven by an economic imperative. But more than this they realise our aspirations, add value to our culture and can
ultimately be capable of inspiring change in our society.
Monash University’s Bachelor of Industrial Design degree distinguishes itself as a centre of innovation educating design professionals. The end of year show celebrates the achievements of the course
and sets the stage for the graduates next era of growth. The 2008 group of students demonstrate the
diverse nature of the discipline. While they all share a progressive and optimistic vision of the future
their research has led to products that seek to better mediate between people and technology. This
exhibition showcases work that in someway redefines our relationship with technology, challenges
the prevailing culture or responds to contemporary issues in our society. The new graduates are sensitive to product possibilities and have an understanding of how to realise them. We believe that in
times of economic uncertainty they will be a competitive asset for any employer and can be expected
to tackle any role given to them with the utmost vigor. We wish them well in their future careers.
All of these things are made possible by a dedicated teaching staff of academics and practicing professionals and I would like to acknowledge in particular my colleagues Associate Professor Arthur de
Bono, Mark Richardson, Mario Milici but also the generous time and effort of Mark Pomeroy (General
Motors Holden) and the rapid prototyping support from Alex Cheung and Hamit Kuralkan.

Selby Coxon
Course Coordinator Industrial Design

Bachelor of Industrial Design

Saagr1@live.com

Industrial Design

001

Sheldon Agrez

X-ray

Concept Render

X-ray rewrites the rule book for hybrid vehicles with an
unconventional surface language and enhanced driv-

ing experience for each occupant, that could become
the norm for future hybrid designs in 20 years.

002

Bachelor of Industrial Design

Industrial Design

Nigel Chen

Bachelor of Industrial Design

aleche7.0@gmail.com

Industrial Design

003

Alex Cheong

Mo:Ben

Mo:Ben redefines the idea of the portable food experience. Looking at aspects of current portable food
system, this new system attempts to enhance not only
eating, but the whole process of portable food.

3D model of final year project

This design aims to embrace tradition, but reconnect
it to a modern context through its visual language and
functionality.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

david_m92f@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

004

Pok Hin Chiu

Mobile catering system
"Enjoy high quality restaurant service at antime, anywhere.” Innovation, Creativity and function were my
objectives in this project.

One:
Two:

Mobile catering system
Transformation

Bachelor of Industrial Design

designertmc@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

005

Timothy Choi

Aventos Multi-Purpose Vehicle

Lightweight honeycomb structures
L - 4175mm x W - 1915mm x H - 2000mm

The Aventos All Purpose Vehicle is adapted as both
a commercial vehicle and a lifestyle van for mega
cities of 2020 (e.g. Beijing) with integrated detachable module that acts as both a kiosk or a mini cargo

freight, the vehicle is set to maximize transport efficiency and minimize vehicle footprints.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

jdiec2903@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

006

Jessica Diec

Jumbles
A multi-functional children’s furniture/toy play set. It
features a range of colourful upholstered foam shapes
that are easily assembled together according to the
child’s imagination. Stackable storage compartments

Computer model & design prototype

can also be used as activity tables or wall dividers.
Jumbles encourages children to become active and innovative, instead of simply consuming ready-made ideas.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

Dumaresq.r@gmail.com

Industrial Design

007

Robert Dumaresq

Switch
Commuter bike
‘Switch commuter bike’ is a high performance folding bike that has been specifically designed for easy
handling in crowded environments taking up no more
space than the footprint of one wheel. ‘Switch’ pro-

motes sustainable living by encouraging people to use
pedal power as their primary mode of transport, creating a healthier environment and lifestyle.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

tom_gaunt86@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

008

Tom Gaunt

Ripcurl Headstrong
Ripcurl Headstrong is a protective hood that surfers
wear in the ocean to protect themselves from the elements. The product aims to create a cultural shift in
the sport of surfing and make an impact on surfing

safety. The modular design allows the user to alter
the appearance of the product and replace individual
parts if damaged.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

holmes.m@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

009

Mark Holmes

LUCI
LUCI is an induction cooking unit designed for small
kitchens to increase usable bench space. A hinge
mechanism allows LUCI to be stowed vertically when

550 x 290 x 35mm

not in use, or completely detach for use as a warming
tray via the use of internal batteries.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

hyehyun85@gmail.com

Industrial Design

010

Hye-Hyun Lee

Bubble
Bubble is a multi-functional baby transportation product, which can be used as a stroller, capsule, car-seat,
trolley-seat and even baby chair according to users
needs. Whether a stroll in the park, browsing shops or

having lunch out, Bubble gives parents the freedom to
share their world with their baby anywhere, anytime in
supreme comfort.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

Industrial Design

011

Huishi Liang

This project calls for a child-friendly design in a vehicle, which provides children occupants with optimal
protection in car crashes.

Cicj7002@gmail.com

Bachelor of Industrial Design

mlluz1@student.monash.edu

Industrial Design

012

Michael Luzar

FlexiSpace
The FLEXISPACE interior system has been designed to
push traditional boundaries of vehicle interior experience and product lifecycle by offering more personalized and user-orientated solutions. It challenges the

One:

Personalized instrument panel display skin

paradigms of how a product is tailored to suit its users by offering an interactive CAD selection process of
custom components and applications.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

danielmolloy@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

013

Daniel Molloy

Boomer

Mobility aid for the elderly (Alias Renderings)

Bachelor of Industrial Design

j_salez@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

014

Joshua
Peter Saling

Nomadic Device
Integration System
The NDI System integrates nomadic devices with the
car interior, creating an electronic conduit to the
spheres of entertainment, professional activity, and
social engagement. It transforms a transitional non-

Close up view of the Nomadic Device Integration System

space into a multimedia enabled extension of our domestic and occupational worlds, achieving complete
mobile utility without compromising safety.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

barton.smith@expansiondesign.com
http://www.expansiondesign.com

Industrial Design

015

Barton Smith

S Series
Neue Paradigms is a concept proposed for 2014. It
consist of the Adaptive PC system, Sony Stream product line and Microsoft Locus interface. The project
focuses on modulating the components of a personal

S Series: The first line of Sony Stream products

computer ensuring increased portability, effortless
expandability, limited functional overlap and a more
natural relationship.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

roblewissmith@gmail.com

Industrial Design

016

Robert Smith

Emerge
Emerge is a new video game interface that focuses on
natural input and immersive feedback for the user.
The design consists of two handheld devices that allow the user to “feel” virtual objects and can attach to

Handheld devices and peripherals

four peripherals. These include a camera and charge
dock, foot input device, force feedback steering wheel
and joystick.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

Sitch1@student.monash.edu.au

Industrial Design

017

Stelian
Tchapkanski

eCyCle

One:
Two:

eCyCle, Architecture and Futurism inspired Aesthetic
Clothes Storage and Pedal Charge system

Targeted at the young professional it has an exciting architecturally inspired aesthetic and a clothing
storage system designed to get your clothes to work
wrinkle free and neat allowing the users to meet pro-

fessional dress codes. Offering wall charging and the
recumbent pedaling charge, it provides a piece of gym
equipment for the family and a tool to reduce your
carbon foot print completely.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

inclover@ymail.com

Industrial Design

018

Soon L Teh
(Gregory)

Fold_a_Room

Designer & full scale soft model, Honeycomb composite board,
1000mm x 1000mm x 200mm (Flat-packed)

Sustainability plays an integral part in this project.
“Fold_a_Room” is a flat-packed modular furnishing
system designed for temporary housing situations,
main target being overseas students, who have just

moved out from home. Honeycomb composite board
is used due to its lightness and low cost. The package
is then covered with used truck tarpaulins and papers.

Bachelor of Industrial Design

carsvittouris@hotmail.com

Industrial Design

019

Alexander
Vittouris

CAD Renders, car with fabric covered
skin together with chassis version

The key outcome from the studio practice was an
exploration of form using non traditional materials.
At the same time, a focus on consumer engagement
was created by allowing the car to be self assembled

with self-contained electric, in-wheel motors. Careful
consideration of components within the car systems
–drivetrain/powerplant, chassis and skin was necessary to avoid complexity.

―

Interior
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Interior
Architecture

The author, John McGahern, once said that without readers “a book is a dead thing, just a bundle of
words between covers” - so too is architecture without its occupants.
Interior architecture considers the human scale and experiences inherent in the public and privates
spaces of our built environments. It promotes a symbiotic relationship between human activity and
the space within which it occurs – and requires a refocussing from our object-centred view of the
world, to one of volume, material and light.
The Bachelor of Interior Architecture program at Monash strives to provide graduates with the theoretical, conceptual and technical foundations they need to thrive within this increasingly supple,
post-digital world. This group of students has already begun their professional careers through our
industry-based learning program; some having gained meaningful international experience at the
prestigious design practices of Coop Himmelblau in Austria, Archi-Tectonics in New York and Shigeru
Ban in France.
I would like to thank our dedicated teaching staff who supported the students throughout their enriching but often difficult process of discovery. In particular, I would like to acknowledge the other
program coordinators: Jo Dane and Hsu-Li Teo, and pay tribute to the founding coordinator
Michael Anderson.
The work you will experience in this exhibition stands as testimony to the curiosity and determination
of our students. Over the past four years we have watched as high school graduates developed into
imaginative, confidant and tenacious designers, with their own highly developed sense of responsibility. During this time, there have been many discussions about the beautiful, complex and difficult
nature of work that seriously considers the consequences of architectural decisions.
This seductive blend of imagination and responsibility is evident in much of the work. Each student
selected their site and developed their own design brief. Each has become concerned with a specific
aspect of the human condition, seeking to balance poetic experience with pragmatic concerns. While
one project may tackle the issues faced by entire communities, another responds to the specific
needs of an individual. These are more than just worthy topics. This group of students has mined some
of the most significant issues facing the world today and has managed to touch their elusive interior.
They have come a long way and we are very proud of them all.

Darragh O’Brien
Program Coordinator
Interior Architecture

Studio Sponsors

Principle Studio Sponsor

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

irene.angelia@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture
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Irene Angelia

A Place for Craft Victoria
To produce the blurring of the boundaries, the design
will emphasize on the wall that acts as a separator and
connector for the different spaces in the building. The
wall will be the central focus in the building’s interior.

All of the spaces in the building are connected to the
wall; the wall that separates and connects them.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

Junchat@gmail.com

Interior Architecture

024

Jun
Chaturapitaporn

Park Lane
The project promotes the idea of human-powered vehicles such as bicycle, skateboard and roller blade as
a way of future transportation. The project transforms
a multilevel car park structure into an urban park

where urban activity such as skateboarding, cycling or
rollerblading could take place.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

cass.collins@gmail.com

Interior Architecture

025

Cassie Collins

This project exploits the territory edges between mezzanines, the vertical transitions connecting them and
the resultant central void that seduces the two unfamiliar groups occupying the space.

Boundaries dissolve and proprietorship is blurred.
Surveillance is amplified enabling informed decisions,
provoking curiosity, raising awareness, nurturing connection and fostering realisations.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

srcos1@student.monash.edu.au

Interior Architecture

026

Sarah
Cosentino

Absent Minded
As cognitive space gradually dissolves and sensory experience intensifies, space becomes embedded with
a phenomenological richness, independent of experience through cognition; association and recollection.
Fluid and lucid materials light + air, penetrate space,

Alzheimer’s Residential Care Facility

dissolving boundary between the human being and
nature guiding the body…dictating experience. Absent
minded explores the body’s ability to sense memory,
although the mind is progressively emptied.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

michelledammous@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture
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Michelle
Dammous

NEST:NYC
NEST: NYC is about the re-programming of under-utilised urban space for homeless people. Rather than attempting to solve the issue of homelessness with fixed
designs that attract bureaucratic shying, this program

responds by adaptation to the existing environment
and regulations.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

r3n184@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture

028

Reny Djie

Queen’s Warehouse
Playhouse Theater
The Queen’s Warehouse will be transformed into experimental theater space for artists, performers and
touring theater companies to create, rehearse and
perform their productions for small-scale audiences.

It will allow the performers to experiment and try new
ideas as well as give an opportunity for the audience
to experience theater production and development.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

e_mcmahon@optusnet.com.au

Interior Architecture

029

Elizabeth
McMahon

Paradise Centre
Paradise Centre is a safe space of haven and security
where refugee immigrants may feel a sense of inclusion and grounded stability enabling connection to
the wider community; a connection examined and

unfolded through storytelling whether that is voice,
song or dance and realized through the blurring of
boundary between outside and inside through visual
transparency.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

neynaa@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture

030

Nina Miranti

“Rhythm Place”: Activity Centre
for the Elderly
A fusion of the existing site and the new insertion produces a distinct aura. The monolithic exterior gives a
little preparation for the multiform interior. The notion
of rhythm is introduced to initiate a therapeutic expe-

rience and to act as a way to stimulate reminiscence
and feeling of identity in a safe and secure space.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

naistar333@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture

031

Tara Naismith

Urban Co-existence
By Conserving the inherent qualities within the former
CUB building in the sites redevelopment it is able to
house a new form of urbanity that provides an intense,
vital spatial experience that encourages a creative

interaction between its users through the interface
between the past, present and future as well as subcultures and mainstream.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

zaigs@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture

032

Zaiga Padoms

Père Lachaise Paris:
Metro meeting Cemetery
The Metro experience is essential to everyday life for
most citizens of Paris. Père Lachaise is the largest
cemetery in the limits of Paris. In this program the two
spaces meet to create a new co-existence. Their unex-

pected union addresses the growing problem of death
in the city and invites spontaneous encounters from
within the metro.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

cathy_rainer@yahoo.com.au

Interior Architecture

033

Catherine
Rainer

Top
Bottom

This incision in the Gasworks site encourages the interaction with ground. Through horizontal and vertical sheer the internal and external topography of the
works induces a vast spectrum of physical references.

location map
sensation of depth

External forces such as light, wind and rain entering
the tunnel encourage the fusion of interior and exterior space through physical and visual scarring

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

jess.rina@gmail.com

Interior Architecture

034

Jessica Rina

The new structure and plants that is introduced, gives
a new definition to the building scheme and to the notion of garden. Being contained within the new structure and elevated from the ground, the ‘vertical gar-

den’ encourages the much needed interactions within
the city: the interactions with other people and nature
through plants.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

b_bubble_b@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture

035

Natcha
Sangruengkit

Metamorphosis
The new hot spot in Melbourne CBD, ‘Metamorphosis’
entertainment & shopping centre is able to transform
to become cinematic events at night. A space derives
from Melbourne culture that offers multipurpose func-

tions which can also be continuously reconfigured according to the wishes of its inhabitants.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture (Honours)

ejsca1@hotmail.com

Interior Architecture

036

Emma
Scarlett

Collective Encounters
Located in the culturally diverse suburb of Sunshine,
my investigation questions the potential to filter the
community into interior space by blurring the boundary between inside and out, allowing intersections

where interior space flows outside bringing a marriage
between in and out where possible, creating a communal ‘freespace’ for potential multicultural collective interaction to generate.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

sabrina.ebox@gmail.com

Interior Architecture

037

Sabrina
Sciammarella

Temporal Toolbox
Toolbox – a digital media centre, speculates on the future mode of learning for a generation infused by the
image. The space works as a series of interconnected
modules that encourage simultaneous connections &

frame the digital light within. An expression of impermanence: temporary digital tools in a space of multiple platforms, suspended between inside and outside,
physical & virtual.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

melanieksmall@gmail.com

Interior Architecture

038

Melanie
Kinuko Small

Located in Abu Dhabi, the capital of the United Arab
Emirates, this project addresses the growth of a cultural identity for Abu Dhabi residents. Once a Bedouin
settlement, the city has transformed into a modern

landscape, this ‘Art Hub’ establishes a place for creating and capturing Art of the emerging Arabian city.

Bachelor of Interior
Architecture

gordanat@optusnet.com.au

Interior Architecture

039

Gordana
Tankosic

Stories of the lives lived within
the walls of the Old Melbourne Gaol

Quote  Nazim Hikmet, 1938

‘They let me out in the sun for the first time today,
And I just stood there – awestruck, Realizing, for the
first time in my life just how far away the sky is,
how blue, and how wide.

Then humbly I sat down on the soil.
I leaned back against the wall.
For a moment there, no trap to fall into, no struggle,
Just earth, sun, and me… I am content.’

―

Multimedia &
Digital Arts

―

Multimedia &
Digital Arts

The three-year Bachelor of Multimedia and Digital Arts degree is an intensive period of learning, conceptual development and personal growth. The degree is designed to foster and nurture the creative
and artistic potential of our students for the highly competitive and rapidly expanding creative industries. Students may opt to continue into a fourth year of Honours study in which they research,
develop and produce a major project of their own conception.
The first two years of the degree are designed to give students the conceptual skills and practical
skills to succeed within their chosen field. In the final year of their degree students are encouraged
to specialise in either Multimedia or Digital Arts as a studio practice. This specialisation is an opportunity for the individual student to focus on an area of specific interest and a particular studio
methodology. The streams are arranged as follows:
Multimedia specialises in website design, DVD production, interactive online games and motion
graphics for music video production; Digital Arts is primarily focused on character design, crossmedia narrative, animation, new media arts, video and digital games development.
These studio activities support the development of student skills in three major areas: (i) practice:
students achieve advanced conceptual and technical knowledge and a high standard of professional
practice in digital production; (ii) folio: development of a folio featuring creative digital works developed to a professional standard suitable for exhibition and presentation; and (iii) self: each student
realise their unique talents and abilities through a personal style and approach. The Honours year
focuses on developing the a particular area of multimedia and digital arts to an advanced level of
professional practice and specialisation.
There have been many achievements by the students throughout the year. A major highlight includes
the collaboration between Aaron Meredith, the National Design Centre and FutureBrand to develop
INDIGO; the International Indigenous Design Network website. Nina Sers and Alix Halpern initiated,
curated and produced the Mixed with Media exhibition that explored the creative potential of projected media.
This year, four talented individuals have undertaken the Multimedia and Digital Arts Honours program. Using their earlier studio practice as the seed, they have grown this practice into advanced
conceptual and technical specialisations. Ivan Hong and Vanessa Riley have invented worlds; expressed as 3D animation and interactive illustration. Jimmy Chan and Yun Tae Nam have produced
ambitious new media arts installations dealing with climate change and constructed realities.
Of course many thanks to all the lecturers and tutors involved in the degree during the past three
years with particular thanks to Tim Burnett, Tarwin Stroh-Spijer and Cameron Gough; their expertise
and insights are invaluable.

Mark Guglielmetti

Troy Innocent

Lecturer
Coordinator of Third Year Multimedia
Bachelor of Multimedia & Digital Arts

Deputy Head (Research)
Coordinator of Third Year Digital Arts
Coordinator of Multimedia & Digital Arts Honours Program
Bachelor of Multimedia & Digital Arts

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Maya Antczak

One:
Two:

Be Delicious
Just Dance, Just Nike

unnatural_17@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

dann_05@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

044

Dan Atkins

Compilation of work
Dan is a fun loving character who enjoys life. He takes
great pride in his work and aims to produce works that
are enjoyable to watch. Humour is a key element in
a lot of his work. He likes to make people laugh. Dan

122mm x 173 mm

focuses on film and motion graphics, however he still
enjoys print based media on the side. He aims to make
a successful career in this chosen path.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

hsbadham@yahoo.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

045

Heidi S. Badham

Print, animations and group work.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

brady.jessica@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

046

Jessica Brady

Strawberry Fields Forever

Letting the imagination run wild to a classic song

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

BenjaminButler01@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

047

Ben Butler

Multimedia has become an industry that can propel
dedicated and talented artists into unforseen territories of creativity. Ben Butler is interested in motion
graphics, narratives and web based applications, and

with a distinct quirk and sense of humour in his practise, he creates work that stings of unique beauty.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

jan.mmds@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

048

Shizhao
Jan Chen

One:
Two:

Monash Glass 25 Years
Jazz Album Cover

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

katty-kat@dodo.com.au

Multimedia & Digital Arts

049

Katerina
Cherrell

Bun In The Oven
I have a penchant for all things illustration-related and
Bun In the Oven was an illustration exercise where we
had to illustrate a common colloquial phrase.

Traditional and digital collage

This particular piece was inspired by the illustration
and advertising of the 1950's.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Limpi_@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

050

Gerard Clark

Those Three Years
As a child Gerard’s creative spark was evident the first
moment he put pencil to paper. Gerard has fine-tuned
his skills to be become a reputable multimedia designer and artist, focussing primarily on motion graphics

and animation. Full of life, this young designer looks to
the future as an opportunity to showcase his creativity
and skill-set.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Longdecembers@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

051

Christopher
Clarke

One:
Two:

The Castle
PostHuman

Christopher is an aspiring 3D animator and digital artist. Throughout the course of his degree, he has built
on his knowledge and understanding of the principles
of character animation by creating a number of origi-

Created with Autodesk Maya

nal short films, which he has modelled, animated, and
lit using Autodesk Maya.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

condellomark@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

052

Mark Robert
Condello

The Super Pizza Boy
For my major assignment I created a 2 minute animation about a pizza boy who is abducted by a crazy scientist and is fitted with a super hero suit. This character

is then forced to test the abilities of the super hero suit
in a platform game environment.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

speaktobrett@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

053

Brett Daldy

One:
Two:

Pullins Snow Hire
The Carlton Crew

‘Pullins Snow Hire’, is an interactive flash website created for Pullins Snow hire, a snow equipment hire shop
located in Mansfield.

‘The Carlton Crew’, is a motion graphic documentary
on the Melbourne gangland killings.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

kare_duong1983@yahoo.com.au

Multimedia & Digital Arts

054

Karen Duong

Melbourne Zoo

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts

055

Stefanie Glaubitz

Burnt

Record cover for an album entitled ‘Burnt’.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Pixi.ink@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

056

Alix Halpern

One:
Two:

World Environment Day
Meet My Market

My work aims to explore the artistic qualities of multimedia based graphics, images and photography. Specialising in video and photo editing. My work includes

images generated directly from my own experiences,
environments and motivations.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts

057

Andy Hsieh

Bealox studio’s Logo animation
I like to create original and creative work that is powerful
and visually extraordinary. I have a passion for exploring
new style and ideas for design and animation techniques
that can be experienced on large or small screens.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

rainy20031008@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

058

Jun Yi Huang

DREAM

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts

059

Thuan
Phong Huynh

Beyond Words
This is a short film about a lonely mime who decides
to go out on a blind date. The twist is that his mime
act reaches into his everyday life giving his date a very
memorable night.

thuanphuynh@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Bowen.ji@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

060

Bowen Ji

The Mask
Masking is a very powerful technique, I believe it creates a crazy illusion and generates countless possibilities. The words represent words created as a result of
the masking technique.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts

061

Sunny Koda

After a lifetime of obsession with videogames, cinema
and general narration Sunny now hopes to work as a
concept artist.

espio_kk@hotmail.com
www.sunnykoda.com

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

cecilykuoc@hotmail.com
www.cecilykuoc.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

062

Cecily Kuoc

One:
Two:

Wu’s Noodle Cooking Story
The Posthuman

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts

063

Christopher Le

Speed Modeling Reel
This is a character modeling reel created in Autodesk
Maya. My goal was to speed model, texture, rigg and
render an existing character. All visual elements were
created by me in a span of three days.

chris_le77@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

kimlee.meijin@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts

064

Kim Lian Lee

One:
Two:

My New Pet
Abstract Composition

An animal lover since young, Kim takes her love for nature and all things organic into her work. Monsters are
always fun to draw, and she is mostly inspired by the
little mischievous creatures that reside in her head.

Hello, world.

Kim has set her sights into becoming a spectacular
game concept artist!

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Yuen Li

City chase
The story is based on a little girl taking her dog for a
walk in the city for the dog's first visit. In this animation it'll show that sometimes dogs tend to let their
senses take over their minds.

yali28@student.monash.edu.au

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

a_lee_18@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Andrew Lie

One:
Two:

Infinity
Death Rate Clock

The first work infinity is a concept for the exhibition
website. It was designed with the concept of dream,
where there is no limitation in our dream and so is
the design, hence it is related to infinity. The second

work is the abstract clock with the background story
of significant world’s death rate. Each of the elements
in the interactive work is showing the hour, minutes,
and second.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

aaron@anem.com.au

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Aaron
Meredith

One:

Website design and construction for
the International Indigenous Design Network

I’m not only a designer by heart, but also an individual
with a creative mission. From the very beginning, it
was not about what I could create, but how I could
make it better. Focusing primarily on web and emerg-

Two:

Design and construction for desktop 		
and iPhone compatible website and web application.

ing desktop and mobile technologies, I have been able
to put a sense of design into the most emerging market in the world.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

stephanamu@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Stephana Mu

One:
Two:

Peace
Green

This is part of a series of 12 postcards that I created
called ‘Fragments of my Mind’. These mini canvases
focused on documenting snippets of my imagination,
thoughts and ideas. Once these postcards were dis-

One:		 Postcard Design
Two:		 Postcard Design

played together they formed a visual interpretation of
my perspective of my world or ‘fragments of my mind’.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

husein@thepixelmarket.com.au

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Husein
Muhammad

One:

The Beast

Two:

One:

A technical and Animation Demo reel created using
Autodesk Maya

Two:

Husein Muhammad is an aspiring and passionate
young digital artist looking forward to breaking into
the film and animation industry. He enjoys and appreciates 2D and 3D mediums especially in the area of

Post Human
A frame by frame animation of the world in the future,
Created using Adobe Photoshop and After Effects

character development and concept design. Husein’s
goals for the future is to become a prominent figure in
the digital art world and also to travel the world before
he gets too old.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

kazza_20@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Karen Nathan

One:

The Contents of My Bag
& Blue Feathers

Two:

Stills From my short Film,
an outfit for all occasions

Left:
Right:

Experimentation with Photograms and Digital Imaging
Experimentation with Abstraction of text and graphics

Two:

A short film exploring the humorous side of
social interaction

I love experimenting with photography and film as
they are creative avenues in which to explore human
psychology. I also enjoy these media purely for their
rich aesthetic purposes.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

hjpar4@student.monash.edu
atti05@hotmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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HeeJung Park

One:
Two:

Morse Code Clock
Toto and Happy Friends

One:

Two:

This is a Morse code clock. I took an alternative approach towards representing a time. Substituting the
Morse code system for numerals and text, I was able
to create a clock without the use of hands and digits.

This is interactive split page picture book for children
aged between three to five years old. It is a form of
edutainment, used to teach simple words in a fun and
creative fashion.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

brimington@internode.on.net

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Ben Rimington

Collage of 2008
motion graphics works
Ben is very interested in the multimedia industry. He
has strong skills in the motion graphic area and also
enjoys working with 3D . He is a fun loving character

who prides himself on being easy to get along with and
quick to learn new things.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

nprob3@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Nicholas
Roberts

One:

Reflections of Leisure

Two:

Blox: Build

One:

3D rendering of a kitchen scene with an iPod,
some beer bottles, a bottle opener and a glass.

Two:

A 3D animation piece for a company
that sells toy building blocks.

Nick has always had an interest in art and in particular
animation. He enjoys all areas of design from web to
film and everything in between.

He specialises in Flash, both animation and programming, and loves creating exciting and engaging interactive experiences.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

ninasers@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Nina Sers

One:
Two:

Remind Project
Bored Girl

Working with photography-based animation, the Remind Project my aims to create an dream like familiar world in which the viewer is immersed. Over the
course of my degree I have been interested in making

One:
Two:

5 minute Looped Animation with Sound
25 second video

work that directly engages the viewer through interaction or creating an environment for the viewer to
participate in.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

AdamHoek@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Adam Justin
van den Hoek

Profile
Adam is a 2.5D animator and Compositor. He mainly
produces works which are quirky and humorous. Often
thinking outside the box, his ideas are highly original
and entertaining. He also creates interactive works

Characters from the Juggercorns series

and is familiar with a host of current creative
programs. To see more works please visit
www.youtube.com/honeycooler

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts

edwel1@student.monash.edu.au

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Erin Welton

Collage of Works
Erin’s main focus of work for 2008 consisted of film
based works. Her major outcome for Digital Arts this
year came in the form of an interactive DVD. This DVD
documented the responses of the number of students

living in a communal setting. The idea behind this documentary was to show the vast variety of students that
live in a residential building.

―

Multimedia
& Digital Arts
(Honours)

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts (Honours)

artichoke2@iprimus.com.au

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Jim Chan

Rooms of ‘Akora’

video interactive installation, prints & 3D works

“Human beings cannot tolerate the multifarious existence that our senses tells us we live in, so we begin

to construct our own protected world, a world we call
reality”
 Jean Baudrillard

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts (Honours)

ivan@ivanhong.com
www.ivanhong.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts (Honours)

080

Ivan Hong

Tartarus
“Tartarus” is a short animation inspired by high quality CG animated thrillers. It showcases my process of
character and world design, inspired by contemporary
film and game production.

Character Design - Major Hector Spears

This honours project showcases not only an animation
but the actual figurines of its designed characters prototyped using 3D printing processes.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts (Honours)

newnyt@hotmail.com, admin@newnyt.com
www.newnyt.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts (Honours)
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Yun Tae Nam

EinE
“EinE” is an installation art project which deals with
the complex relationship between human, nature and
technology. It is presented as a 3D animation projection and bonsai tree. This tree includes devices that

Installation Art – New exhibition design

display short animations that contrast with those
projected into the main architectural form built from
paper and cardboard.

Bachelor of Multimedia
& Digital Arts (Honours)

veeriley@gmail.com

Multimedia & Digital Arts
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Vanessa Riley

w.a.s.t.e. - Evian & Citnamor
Vanessa is an eclectic digital illustrator specialising in
interactive narrative structure and graphic novels. Her
Honours project, “w.a.s.t.e. (Where Adventures Start

To Emerge)”, revolves around a group of quirky characters residing in a junkyard.

Visual
 Communication

―

Visual
Communication

The practice of graphic design is a vibrant, challenging and intellectual pursuit, and the students
represented in this section of the catalogue demonstrate a keen grasp of all aspects of the discipline.
Over the last three years they have shown a respect for its history, with many celebrating the joys of
letterpress and hand generated imagery; but always in a context that made it relevant and contemporary. This is not to belittle their prowess in the necessary modern technologies of design. They wield
a mouse with the same dexterity as a brush or pencil.
The graduands of Monash are well equipped to face the challenges of a life in design both here and
internationally. I know they will contribute immensely to the industry’s growth and development, not
the least of which will be the appearance of substantial cracks in its perennial glass ceiling. For the
first time in our history as a degree, the course is about to graduate a year level dominated by women;
80% x-chromosome is a force to be reckoned with.
Our year, like most, has had its share of recognised successes. Andrew Woodhead, a graduate of
2007, received a commendation in the Design Institute of Australia Student Awards and 6 major prizes were received at the Southern Cross Packaging Awards. Gerda Widjaja won gold and bronze, Jackie
Lawson, silver and bronze, Sakura Nomiyama, bronze, and Sarah Brooke, bronze. Sabrina Curtain,
Melanie Yenken and Ania Przybycien were acknowledged with commendations in the same awards.
Congratulations also go to our recent graduates Akiko Ueda and Andi Yanto for their Distinction wins
in the 2008 Biannual AGDA student awards.
On behalf of the students and myself I would like to thank the staff responsible for the quality of the
Monash degree: Sarah Jones, Brad Haylock and Russell Kennedy have, as always, given there all to the
education of the students. Alongside the full time staff there is an established core of sessionals on
whom we have come to rely so heavily: Regina Newey, Warren Taylor, Friedo Lighthart, Niko Spelbrink,
Marianna Berek-Lewis, Saffron Newey, Matt Hinkley, Liana Luca-Pope, Spike Hibberd, Ned Culic, Jen
Butler, Janet Mills, Wendy Ellerton, Spencer Bitcon, Robyn Robbins, Jono Wallace and Anna Daley;
you have our eternal gratitude.
I would also like to thank Taj Alexander, a 2008 graduand and the designer of the exhibition catalogue.
It was undertaken with his characteristic command of type, layout and exquisite print technologies.
Finally, thanks must go to those who have supported the students throughout their journey: parents,
siblings, partners and friends. The success they achieve is shared also with you. The graduating year
of 2008 can move forward confident in the quality and reputation of their degree, but also in the full
knowledge that the friends they make at university are the friends they have forever, and the life skills
they have garnered over the last 3–4 years are as equally important as their academic achievements.
The tertiary experience is about far more than just getting a degree.

Gene Bawden
Course Coordinator
Bachelor of Design (Visual Communication)

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

info@tajalexanderdesign.com
www.tajalexanderdesign.com

Visual Communication
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Taj Alexander

Jekyll & Hyde

Digital printed, hand printed, hand typed publication
20cm x 13cm

Jekyll & Hyde is an experimental publication, made almost entirely by hand. Utilizing my knowledge of relief
printing and accompanied by my trusty sidekick, 'Dora'
the Olivetti typewriter, I hand typed and printed visual

responses to chapters from the original novel 'Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.' French folded and
bound with a soft cover the book is pleasing to the
touch and focuses on textural printing techniques.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

hannah.andrykanus@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Hannah
Andrykanus

‘Relics from an unsustainable past’
- exhibition
This poster was created for the proposed EBD site
in Melbourne - a precinct that serves as a model for
innovative and sustainable urban development. The
Un-Natural History Museum in the precinct educates

people about unsustainable practices of humans from
the past, where present-day pollutant causing relics
are archived in the museum.

Visual Communication
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Amanda Artin

Annual Report

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

amanda_artin@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

katie@limeexports.com

Visual Communication
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Katie
Beckert-Berger

Crop Out
The Crop Out poster is an emblematic representation
of an eco-friendly unit, which has been designed to
simultaneously grow and dehydrate herbs.

'Crop Out', A herbal eco-friendly dehydration unit

Visual Communication

091

Sarah Brooke

Digital illustration

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

sarahbrookedesign@gmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

qugo08@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Sam Hung
Kang Chen

I thought you were gone

Calendar Illustration

Visual Communication

093

Abigail Chou

Aquapedia Book

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

abbiess@gmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Tiff.file.design@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Tiffany Chou

Alone Secret Behaviour

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication

095

Jillian Clinch

T-Shirt Design
A series of 4 t-shirts, based on the theme of birds.
Each t-shirt features a different species of bird, applied to the t-shirts with machine appliqué.

jillian.clinch@gmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

tecon_86@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Tegan Connelly

Fifteen
This piece of work looked at the issues of one person
dying every fifteen seconds due to water-born diseases and promoting recycled and desalinated water
to reduce water waste. To accompany the bottles, a

publication titled fifteen; Past, Present, Future, was
created. One word is highlighted through out the publication of every fifteen seconds reading to increase
awareness of this problem.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication
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Sabrina Curtain

Em Space Identity Design

sabrinacurtain@gmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

starvingdesigner@live.com

Visual Communication
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Elizaveta
Dilanyan

Ivan Chai
Ivan Chai - a tin set for Russian Caravan chai. The set
includes a bag of tea leaves for brewing, two glasses
and a game of loto to be enjoyed with one’s friend or
significant other over a cup of freshly brewed tea.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication

099

Ramona
Hamilton-Lindsay

The Picture of Dorian Gray
Silk-screened poster book featuring selected quotes
from the Oscar Wilde novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray.

ramonalindsay@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

info@emmahands.com

Visual Communication
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Emma Hands

Tea

Identity Design for boutique tea store.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

sairison@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Sarah Hatton

Poster designs

Two:

AGideas International Design Forum A2 poster

One:

Type posters manually set at the Melbourne
Museum of Printing

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

higginscsarah@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Sarah Higgins

Font Foundry Identity

Visual Communication

103

Carrie Ho

Mapping Seasons
of the World

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

simplycarrie@inbox.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

kylie_holmes@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Kylie Holmes

Threads
This series was created by sewing into tracing paper,
creating the effect of 3D line drawings. The use of
thread represents the connectedness of the persons
behind each image.

Series of fifteen portraits

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication
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Jade Janssens

Going Going Gone
Bottle and label design for recycled sea and sewage
water. Designed to promote an information booklet on
drought awareness.

janssensdesign@gmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

maria.jardon3@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Maria Jardon

Life/Death Book
Life/Death is a sculptural book that can be read either
way - the optimistic and pessimistic aspects of existence in a contemporary world. It is designed to open
up peoples minds: with selected dictionary meanings

and images that question moral standings and ethics.
Life/Death is somewhat a poetic reminder that life' s
sweets and sours coexist and are not independent of
one another.

Visual Communication
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Sarah Jenkins

Sugar & Spice
Shortbread Kit

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

sarah@sarahjenkins.com.au
www.sarahjenkins.com.au

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Kim.heawon@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Heawon Kim

Self Promotion Calendar
This sparkling life 2009 self-promotion calendar is
made of impossible fractal patterns on cubic models
which can be freely maneuvered to the context and
environment of the viewer. This was designed with the

concept: “Impossible means I’m possible.” Although
time is impossible, it is given freely under our control.

Visual Communication

109

Elise Lampe

Endora Packaging

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

eliselampe@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

jacquelineamber.design@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Jacqueline
Amber Lawson

Dirty Laundry

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

lonicalee@yahoo.com.hk

Visual Communication
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Lonica Lee

It Is Time To Die

Ink illustration, personal work

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

lilianliem.design@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Lilian Liem

Lost in Tokyo

Hand drawn typographic poster

Losing yourself in an unfamiliar culture can be one of
the most unique stories your life has to tell. I mapped
my experience of travelling to Tokyo for the first time

as accurately as I could, charting the initial confusion
and chaos, which after some time started to make
sense as my journey unfolded.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

WaynosLim@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Wayne Lim

Sideshow Tattoos
Letterhead and business card design as part of Sideshow Tattoos rebranded image.

Branding & Corporate Identity

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

abbylippiatt@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Abby Lippiatt

Discovery
Discovery is a book based on my experiences of a suburb, it is a reflection of my feelings towards the area.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication
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Ye Liu

Swatch book of Chinese Elements

Liuhuan3678@msn.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

katie_13386@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Katie Lohner

Poster - Paul Klee Homage

Visual Communication

117

Julie Lu

Australian women’s
book review

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

jilu1@student.monash.edu.au

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

cait_malone@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Caitlin Malone

2008 Annual Report –
Archaic Architectural Firm

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

mrjackart@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Luke Mancini

SignalBot

One:
Two:

Digital
Personal illustration

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

smcglenchy@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Stephanie
McGlenchy

The 51st State of America
The flag is created using the fifty states of America,
represented by their two-letter postal codes. The
inclusion of Australia as the newest is kept in its native postal abbreviation of three letters, in order for

Poster and exhibition invite

people to identify with it. Folding up like the American
flag, the exhibition information makes up the star element of the flag.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

kirsty.moegerlein@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Kirsty
Moegerlein

A Message from the Planet
This poster has been designed for an environmentally
friendly sock company called Wear Woolly Socks. It
attempts to redefine how issues such as global warming are portrayed. By employing humour in the design

I have attempted to increase the level of engagement
with the viewer, and thus the potential for change in
the wider community.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Alvin_ng84@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Alvin Ng
Tse Hong

Hand Cut
Humanity Emotion

Visual Communication

123

Sakura
Nomiyama

They are same.
They are different.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

nmymskr@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

sarah@trialanderror.com.au

Visual Communication
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Sarah Oliver

Lost in Translation
Lost in Translation is a response to the language difficulties I experienced studying in Italy, in a town where
very little English was spoken. It was very overwhelming being unable to communicate with people; words

were exchanged but lost in translation. This idea has
been further developed and used as inspiration for a
font design.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

doug@grafikarmada.com.au

Visual Communication
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Douglas
Orchard

Monster

Corporate Identity

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

katorlowski@ozemail.com.au

Visual Communication
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Katherine
Orlowski

One eye on the future

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

pamelapaik@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Pamela
Paikopoulos

Stereotypes
Have you ever wished, that the answers to a brief
could come as easily as rolling a dice? ‘Stereotypes’
is a comical package that plays on the notion of a ‘designer’s block’. Once rolled, the wooden blocks pro-

vide basic design solutions. The accompanying user
manual illustrates cliché/default design stereotypes
for corporate identity, advertising and typography.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

chia.pan@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Chia Pan

Sorry Poster
A poster designed in regard to the Stolen Generation
of Aborigines.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication
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Blake Pearce

Treedom: Branding & Advertising
Billboard and poster designs for an advertisement campaign on behalf of Treedom. This campaign was proposed to establish a strong identity for the company and
promote their new ‘Environmental Awareness’ website.

blakepearce19@hotmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Danielpotenza85@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Daniel Potenza

Children’s book cover
This image is a hand generated book cover for the children’s book The Tower to the Sun. The design refers to
a yellow haze that is mentioned in the book and the
type is constructed as a reference to the tower.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

design.ania@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Ania
Przybycien

The Last Drop

Perfect bound publication, sandblasted perspex case

The Last Drop is an encyclopedia of water. As humans
we face an uncertain future regarding water, this publication aims to inform the public about the detrimental
effect of water bottle waste, the water crisis and other

hot topics surrounding H20. The book illustrates the
visual beauty surrounding water whilst communicating
the issues it deals with through playful and sophisticated typography.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

hello@charltonquitoriano.com

Visual Communication
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Charlton
Quitoriano

Exhibition Poster
Peeking Under Capricorn is an exhibition displaying a
collection of posters that represents the less obvious
aspects of Australia. My poster addresses the LGBT
community and the lack of notable LGBT fictional and

non-fictional identities in Australian media and culture.
The ‘Bananas in Pyjamas’ were appropriated because
of their homogeneous image and asexual nature.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

stephabie.rose@optusnet.com.au

Visual Communication
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Stephanie Rose

19LITRESLESS
On average we waste 19 litres of water per day cleaning our teeth. This awareness campaign aims to conserve this precious resource. The reusable glass bottle
measures and holds enough water for one person’s

daily teeth cleaning requirements. The aquapedia
contains facts, information, reward stickers and a calendar to record the amount of water saved.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

sarahryan2@live.com

Visual Communication
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Sarah Ryan

EVER ALL
A look book showcasing the organic clothing and products that EVER ALL have created for men and women.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

c_setia@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Cyndi Setia

Volta
Volta is a modular space that occupies the selected
laneways of Italian cities. Volta is about discovering
new places and the journey taken to arrive and come
across good bargains and one of a kind items. The

map converts into a poster and brochure to promote
the different brands, designers and market sellers in
Volta.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

laurenskorsis@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Lauren Skorsis

Self Portrait

Paper collage
297mm x 420mm

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

jacinta.sobey@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Jacinta Sobey

A bigger picture
This two-part book is a brief overview of the life that I
have lived embedded in an imagined interpretation of
the locations I aspire to visit in the future.

These pages contrast my ideals with other travelers’
actual recollections of the places.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

shonastark@shonadesign.com

Visual Communication
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Shona Stark

Australia. Words can never hurt you?
Australia has an extremely diverse multicultural background yet there is still a lot of ‘low to medium’ level
racism. The confronting derogatory words are used

42cm x 29.7cm

to bring awareness to this issue. The poster asks the
question: Is this our multicultural Australia?

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

pthu4@student.monash.edu.au

Visual Communication
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Poom
Thuaksuban

Noodle Bar

Print on paper
297mm x 210mm

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

lilytidhar@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Lily Tidhar

The Federation Square Book Market
A re-branding of the Sunday book market in Federation
Square. These business cards are part of a stationery
kit that references pop-up books and the geometric
patterns of Federation Square.

Visual Communication
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Tony K Truong

med book

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

tonyktruong@gmail.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

ppt.ping@gmail.com

Visual Communication
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Ping Ping Tung

Optic Nerve Exhibition

Invitation Card

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

gerda.widjaja@yahoo.com

Visual Communication
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Gerda Widjaja

Southern Cross Package Design Awards,
Kit In A Tin Award, Gold Prize, 2008
The WIZ is an all-in-one cooking kit which every part of
the packaging fulfils a function. The tin, a container for
the utensils, includes the base as a flour sifter, the

funnel which doubles as the lid and the internal ring
that holds the utensils is a spaghetti measurer.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

jmyani@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Jennifer Yani

Papers journal

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

Visual Communication
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Melanie
Yencken

Melbourne Gallery Guide '08

melanie@melanieyencken.com
www.melanieyencken.com

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

michaelpatrickzito@hotmail.com

Visual Communication
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Michael Zito

Family
Bodgies, Sharpies, Mods, Rockers, Hippies, Skin
Heads. Each stood for a cause, each wanted to be
part of something. Peeking Under the Capricorn takes
a side-step from Australia’s pop culture history, to a

Peeking Under the Capricorn promotional poster

time where the gangs of Australia roamed the
streets in style.

Bachelor of Design
(Visual Communication)

mczor1@student.monash.com

Visual Communication
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Malva Zorondo

One:
Two:

I studied visual communication because I’ve always
loved design. My inspiration comes from the world
around me, in particular nature, music and people.

Westerly Journal Cover
Type Poster

I study my surroundings for colour, shape, texture and
light. These are two of my designs.

Visual
Communication

(Honours)

―

Visual
Communication
(Honours)

Exploration, humour, discovery and intellectual rigour categorise this year’s Visual Communication
Honours program. The Visual Communication Honours students are engaged in testing and critiquing
the nature of design practice. Their work is highly experimental and speculative.
Cambel reinterprets every day objects in order to critique consumer society. The ubiquitous plastic
milk bottle is reinvested with new life and reconfigured into a multitude of new unexpected forms.
Daley explores our intimate relationship with time and place, by mapping her journey over a year on
Melbourne’s train lines she hopes to direct our gaze to images and places we are unfamiliar with or
dismissively considered banal. Daley’s work reveals a rich and dense picture of personal and geographical travel.
Jonathan ambitiously documents the Melbourne cityscape to uncover its hidden architectural numeral signage. Her research leads to an idiosyncratic typeface titled 3000. This typeface is presented
in many forms; from the book to a large three-dimensional scrabble set. Jonathon is interested in
language and how it is accessed through typographic form.
Heryanto explores the representation of young ethnic woman in weekly tabloid magazines. We are left
to question the nature of beauty and representation in mainstream culture.
Michishita is interested in the way colour can be used to document and shift our physical and emotional engagement with physical space. Beautifully constructed patterns serve as devices to unsettle,
soothe and confront the viewer.
Rusli has created a series of beautifully constructed unique edition books that encourage young readers to articulate their thoughts and feelings. The book serves as a tool for self-discovery.
Zammit cheekily deconstructs, ‘Curvy 5’ to question and critique the visual language and iconography
employed by young female designers and illustrators.
We look forward to the future achievements of these students. The completion of an Honours year
signifies the beginning of a life long journey marked by creative and intellectual enquiry.

Sarah Jones
Course Coordinator, Honours
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Madeline
Cambel

DRUNK
DRUNK - an untold story of milk bottle is a conceptual publication driven by asking a selection of young
creative thinkers to reinterpret the ubiquitous plastic
bottle. It explores the way our current mode of think-

ing can be challenged, and for a seemingly invincible
generation to acknowledge our daily over-consumption of expendable resources.

Bachelor of Visual
Communication (Honours)

lilydaley@gmail.com
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Lily Daley

Acute Obtuse
My honours project, Acute Obtuse, challenges and
visually interprets the preconceived associations we
have with certain spaces in Melbourne. The title reflects the narrow minded or idealised attitudes we

manifest towards these spaces, often without having
actually physically experienced them. The final publication is a compilation of photography and found
typography to form a narrative.

Bachelor of Visual
Communication (Honours)

n_heryanto@yahoo.com

Visual Communication (Honours)
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Nina Heryanto

Colouring Beauty
Colouring Beauty is an exploration into the ideology of
beauty and race, with a particular focus on multicultural Australia. Through a range of photographic and
traditional media, I aim to draw attention to women

in my social circle whose type of beauty is not recognised as such by the media.

Bachelor of Visual
Communication (Honours)

christa.jonathan@gmail.com

Visual Communication (Honours)
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Christa
Jonathan

3000: ByNumbers
3000: ByNumbers explores the city of Melbourne typographically. It aims to challenge one's familiarity
of the city, the way we see numerals and letters, and
digital font design. The outcome of this project is a

typeface derived from found architectural numerals
within Melbourne CBD.

Bachelor of Visual
Communication (Honours)

kumiko.mic@gmail.com

Visual Communication (Honours)
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Kumiko
Michishita

Patternology
“What is colour? Nothing less than the substance of
the soul.”
— Gladys Mayer

Patternology is the study of colour and its therapeutic
qualities. It aims to enhance colour, which can be used
to represent and to shift our physical and emotional
engagement of the world around us.

Bachelor of Visual
Communication (Honours)

shirley.fransisca@yahoo.com

Visual Communication (Honours)
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Shirley Rusli

Beyond Stories
Beyond Stories is a project of creating children’s picture
books. The project explores the function of children’s
picture books as both a learning device and art objects.

Bachelor of Visual
Communication (Honours)

erikazammit@hotmail.com

Visual Communication (Honours)
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Erika Zammit

Default
Default examines images in Curvy magazine. Curvy originated in response to a lack of exhibitions and books
featuring female art and design talent. Femininity by
most of these individuals and the editors is superficially

defined by stereotyped, ideal, Caucasian, seductive
corporeal elements. The publication collates images
created spontaneously in response to the magazine
that encourages the institutionalisation of femininity.
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